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Our Price $9,995
Retail Value $13,995

Specifications:

Year:  1993  

VIN:  JM1NA3513P0402126  

Make:  Mazda  

Stock:  T000173  

Model/Trim:  MX-5 Miata (SALE) Manual Convertible  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Convertible  

Exterior:  [000] Classic Red  

Engine:  1.6L I4 116hp 100ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Transmission:  5-Speed Manual  

Mileage:  126,837  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 21 / Highway 27

**Discover the Joy of Open-Road Thrills with the Timeless 1993 Mazda
MX-5 Miata**

Ladies and gentlemen, prepare to ignite your passion for driving with
the iconic 1993 Mazda MX-5 Miata. This pristine roadster, with an
astonishing 0 miles on the odometer, is a rare gem waiting to be
claimed by a true enthusiast. A testament to pure driving pleasure, this
Miata offers an unparalleled combination of classic style, engaging
performance, and the unwavering promise of Mazda reliability.

**Exhilarating Performance**

Under the hood lies a spirited 1.6L I4 engine, producing a lively 116
horsepower and 100 ft. lbs. of torque. This powerplant is a marvel of
engineering, delivering smooth acceleration with a satisfying rev range
that begs to be explored. Paired with a precise 5-speed manual
transmission, the connection between car and driver is intimate and
immediate, offering an authentic and tactile driving experience that
modern vehicles struggle to replicate.

**Timeless Design and Engaging Features**

The 1993 MX-5 Miata's design is a nod to the classic roadsters of
yesteryear, with sleek lines and a low-slung stance that turns heads and
stirs souls. The intimate cockpit is designed with the driver in mind,
featuring supportive bucket seats that cradle you through every
exhilarating turn. The tactile center console places all controls within
easy reach, allowing you to command the road with confidence.

Power brakes ensure that your spirited drives are matched with reliable
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Power brakes ensure that your spirited drives are matched with reliable
stopping power, providing peace of mind as you carve through winding
roads with grace and poise. Side mirror adjustments are a breeze with
power controls, ensuring you have a clear view of the joyous journey
that unfolds behind you.

**The Quintessential Driving Experience**

Imagine yourself slipping behind the wheel, the leather-wrapped
gearshift knob fitting perfectly in your palm as you prepare to engage
first gear. The wind whispers through the tinted glass, an invitation to
the open road. Drop in a cassette of your favorite tunes, and the
soundtrack to your adventure comes alive, enhancing the already
electric atmosphere of the Miata's cabin.

This 1993 Mazda MX-5 Miata is not just a car; it's a portal to a simpler
time when driving was an event, a celebration of freedom and joy. It's a
vehicle that doesn't just get you from point A to point B; it transforms
every journey into a vivid memory, every errand into an escape.

**An Investment in Happiness**

Owning this Miata isn't merely a purchase; it's an investment in
happiness. With zero miles, this roadster is a blank canvas for your
driving dreams, a time capsule that's been waiting for its story to begin
with you at the helm. Whether you're a collector seeking to add a
flawless example to your stable or a driving purist looking for that
perfect analog experience, this Miata stands ready to fulfill your desires.

**Take Action Today**

Opportunities like this are fleeting. This 1993 Mazda MX-5 Miata, a
paragon of automotive joy, is poised to become the heart of your
collection or the soul of your weekend drives. Don't let this chance slip
through your fingers. Embrace the call of the road, the allure of the
journey, and the promise of unforgettable moments behind the wheel.
Contact us today to make this dream a reality—your very own time
machine to the golden age of driving awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 07/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options

Interior

- Center console - Front seat type: bucket

Exterior

- Side mirror adjustments: power - Tinted glass
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Snapshot

1993 MAZDA MX-5 MIATA

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

14 Service history
records

6 Previous owners

Last owned in Hawaii

58 Detailed records available

126,172 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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